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an illusion…



thermal expansion







all of them



1. Go to:    http://bit.ly/MAHtest

2. Enter info

3. Join Session ID: 40796710



Consider a rectangular metal plate 
with a circular hole in it.
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Before I tell you the answer, let’s analyze what happened.

You…

1. made a commitment
2. externalized your answer
3. moved from the answer/fact to reasoning
4. became emotionally invested in the learning process
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consider atoms at rim of hole
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consider atoms at rim of hole

you won’t forget this



points worth noting

• my “clear” lecture wasn’t very good

• discussion promoted “aha” moments
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Should focus
on THIS!
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Peer Instruction
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Higher learning gains

Better retention
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the following patients are waiting: 

1. 3-yr old F with a FUO and T = 40 °C who is riding a  
tricycle in the waiting room 

2. 6-wk old term M, cc: fussy breast, T = 38.6 °C 

3. 14-yr old M with hx of epilepsy who had a seizure at 
home lasting 5 minutes about half hour ago 



You are a triage nurse in a pediatric urgent care clinic and 
the following patients are waiting: 

1. 3-yr old F with a FUO and T = 40 °C who is riding a  
tricycle in the waiting room 

2. 6-wk old term M, cc: fussy breast, T = 38.6 °C 

3. 14-yr old M with hx of epilepsy who had a seizure at 
home lasting 5 minutes about half hour ago 

Whom would you triage first? 





how to effectively transfer information outside classroom?



turn out-of-class component

also into a social interaction!

Solution



social learning platform



log in through social network





see who is online



highlighting text…



…opens chat window















connect pre-class and in-class activities



http://perusall.com

confusion report

• quality (thoughtful reading & interpretation)

• quantity (minimum 10)

• timeliness (before class)

• distribution (not clustered)
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Perusall Peer Instruction

works online!
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information 
transfer sense-making

self-paced
asynchronous

home work/study

instructor-paced
synchronous

lecture

campus

information 
transfer ALONE!



Education is not just about:

• transferring information

• getting students to do what we do



Education is not just about:

• transferring information

• getting students to do what we do

active engagement/social interaction a must!



mazur.harvard.edu

Follow me!            @eric_mazur




